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Neuroethics is an interdisciplinary research area
that focuses on:

For the purposes of our discussion, we will be
looking at the neural correlates of moral decisionmaking.

ethical issues raised by our increased and constantly improving understanding
of the brain and our ability to monitor and influence it, and
ethical issues that emerge from our concomitant deepening understanding of
the biological bases of agency and ethical decision-making.

Neural correlate refers to the brain activity that corresponds with and is
necessary to produce a particular experience.
For example, the neural correlates of consciousness are the events that must
occur in the brain for consciousness to become manifest.
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Branch

What it looks at

Neuroanatomy

Study of the anatomy of nervous tissue and neural structures of the nervous system.

Neuropharmacology
Behavioral neuroscience
Cognitive neuroscience
Neurophilosophy

Neurology
Neuropsychology

Study of how drugs affect cellular function in the nervous system.
Study of mental processes and behavior in human and non-human animals.
Study of biological substrates underlying cognition, with a focus on the neural substrates of mental processes.
The first approach attempts to solve problems in philosophy of mind with empirical information from the neurosciences. The
second approach attempts to clarify neuroscientific results using the conceptual rigor and methods of philosophy of science.
Deals with the diagnosis and treatment of all categories of disease involving the central, peripheral, and autonomic nervous
systems.
Studies the structure and function of the brain related to psychological processes and behaviors; used most frequently with
reference to studies of the effects of brain damage in humans and animals.
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Human beings possess two distinct
cognitive subsystems that compete
in moral reasoning processes:

The dualprocess brain

one fast, intuitive and emotionally-driven,
the other slow, requiring conscious
deliberation and a higher cognitive load.

Brain regions such as the ventral striatum and the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) produce the automatic response favoring
now and enable this response to influence behavior.

Other brain regions, most notably the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(DLPFC), enable the controlled response that sometimes favors later,
depending on the situational details.

Moral judgment is influenced by both automatic emotional responses
(automatic settings) and controlled, conscious reasoning (manual
mode).
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The dualprocess brain

The central
tension
principle

Characteristically deontological judgments are
preferentially supported by automatic emotional
responses, while characteristically consequentialist
judgments are preferentially supported by conscious
reasoning and allied processes of cognitive control.

“Characteristically deontological”
judgments as ones that are naturally
justified in deontological terms (in
terms of rights, duties, etc.) and
that are more difficult to justify in
consequentialist terms, such as
judgments against killing one
person to save five others.

“Characteristically consequentialist”
judgments as ones that are naturally
justified in consequentialist terms
(i.e., by impartial cost-benefit
reasoning) and that are more
difficult to justify in deontological
terms because they conflict with our
sense of people’s rights, duties, and
so on.

For present purposes, the two key dilemmas are the switch
(also known as bystander) and footbridge cases.

The trolley
variations

In the switch case, one can hit a switch that will turn a
runaway trolley away from five people and onto one.
In the footbridge case one can push one person off a
footbridge and into the path of a runaway trolley, saving
five further down the track.

People tend to give:

characteristically consequentialist responses to
the switch case (“ Yes, it’s permissible to hit the
switch to save more lives”) and
characteristically deontological responses to the
footbridge case (“No, it’s impermissible to push
to save more lives”).

An
experimental
example

Compared “personal” moral
dilemmas such as the
footbridge dilemma to
“impersonal” moral dilemmas
such as the switch dilemma.

Hypothesis:

Findings:

The former would preferentially engage
brain regions associated with emotion,
while the latter would preferentially
engage brain regions associated with
controlled cognition.

The “personal” dilemmas elicited
relatively greater activity in a large
swath of the medial prefrontal cortex,
including parts of the VMPFC, and a
subsequent analysis with more data
showed the same effect in the
amygdala.
In contrast, the “impersonal” dilemmas
elicited relatively greater activity in the
DLPFC and allied brain regions. Such
results were specifically predicted by
the dual-process theory and thus lend it
some support.

Patients with frontotemporal dementia, which typically involves emotional blunting, are about
three times as likely as control subjects to give consequentialist* responses to the footbridge case.

Evidence Emotional
intuition

Patients with damage to the VMPFC are about five times as likely as others to give
consequentialist* responses. A research team in Italy produced similar results. A follow-up study
shows that consequentialist* judgments are associated with absent skin-conductance responses
(SCRs, which indicate affective arousal) in VMPFC patients and reduced SCRs in healthy subjects.
VMPFC patients give more consequentialist* responses to dilemmas in which familial duties are
pitted against consequentialist* considerations (e.g., turning a trolley onto one’s sister to save
others).
People who exhibit greater physiological reactivity (constriction of peripheral blood vessels) to
performing a stressful arithmetic task give less consequentialist* responses.

Low-anxiety psychopaths (known for their social-emotional deficits) are more likely than healthy
people to give consequentialist* responses.

People who are more empathetic, or induced to be more empathetic, give more
deontological* responses.
Individuals high in psychopathy exhibit lower amygdala responses and higher DLPFC
responses to “personal” dilemmas.

Evidence Emotional
intuition

Thinking about death reduces consequentialist* judgment.28 Individuals with deficits
in emotional awareness (due to alexithymia) make more consequentialist*
judgments.
Amygdala activity correlates positively with ratings of negative emotion in response
to footbridge-like cases and correlates negatively with consequentialist* judgments.
Citalopram—an SSRI that, in the short term, increases emotional reactivity through its
influence on the amygdala and VMPFC, among other regions—reduces
consequentialist* responses.
Inducing mirth (the positive emotion associated with humor, here thought to
counteract negative emotional responses) increases consequentialist* responses.
Visual thinking is generally more emotionally evocative than verbal thinking, and
individuals with more visual cognitive styles tend to give less consequentialist*
responses. Likewise, interfering with visual thinking (but not verbal thinking) makes
judgments more consequentialist*.

Evidence Controlled
cognition

Consequentialist*
judgment is associated
with increased DLPFC
activity within
individuals and across
individuals.

Performing a
distracting secondary
task (i.e., being under
cognitive load) reduces
consequentialist*
responses or slows
consequentialist*
responses, while
having no effect on
deontological*
responses.

Removing time
pressure and
encouraging
deliberation increases
consequentialist*
responses.

The experience of
successfully solving
tricky math problems
(ones that require one
to question one’s
intuitions) makes
people subsequently
more likely to give
consequentialist*
responses. Individuals
who solve more tricky
math problems tend to
give more
consequentialist*
responses to a higherstakes version of the
footbridge case,
independent of
whether they solved
math problems first.

Individuals who
generally favor
effortful thinking over
intuitive thinking are
more likely to give
consequentialist*
responses.

Negative emotional responses predict characteristically non-consequentialist
disapproval of harmless moral transgressions, including disapproval that is
characteristically deontological (e.g., disapproval of breaking a promise without
negative consequences).

Evidence Beyond the
trolleys

Several experiments indicate that consequentialist considerations play a minimal role
in people’s judgments about punishment, though people readily appeal to
consequentialist considerations when asked to explicitly justify punishments.

Instead, punishment judgments follow a pattern consistent with retributivism, a
distinctively non-consequentialist, and specifically Kantian, philosophy of
punishment. Punishment appears to be driven primarily by automatic negative
emotional responses, and people who are more punitive tend to rely less on controlled
cognition.
People’s judgments and decisions about helping behavior follow a nonconsequentialist* pattern and tend to be driven by automatic processes. Public health
professionals (for whom the patient is the society at large) make more
consequentialist* judgments than doctors and ordinary people in response to medical
dilemmas.

 Such experiments identify factors to which our
moral judgments are sensitive. This information
may be combined with independent normative
assumptions concerning the kinds of things to
which our judgments ought to be sensitive.66
This combination can lead us to new, substantive
moral conclusions. In other words, scientific
information can allow us to trade in difficult
“ought” questions for easier “ought” questions,
and thus advance ethics.

 The No Cognitive Miracles Principle:
When we are dealing with unfamiliar*
moral problems, we ought to rely less on
automatic settings (automatic emotional
responses) and more on manual mode
(conscious, controlled reasoning), lest we
bank on cognitive miracles.

